Endometrial carcinoma (EC) is a cancer that develops in the uterine or womb lining (Endometrium). It is the outcome of cells that have the capacity to move to other parts of the body growing abnormally. Hereditary causes account for 2–10% of all EC cases. Endometrial carcinoma develops as natural endometrial cell development is disrupted, new cells form unnecessarily, and old or weakened cells do not die when they should. The buildup of extra cells sometimes results in the formation of a mass of tissue known as a growth or tumor. This abnormal cancer cells have a number of genetic abnormalities that allow them to proliferate uncontrollably. Interleukins (ILs) are a subset of a larger group of cellular messenger molecules called cytokines, which are modulators of cellular behavior. Interleukins have role in therapeutics as well as diagnosis and prognosis as biomarker in various conditions. Additionally, it has been proposed that genetic polymorphisms in functionally important genes may be risk factors for the development of a number of malignancies, including endometrial cancer. This review pays attention to understand the risk of EC, and the importance of the effect of gene polymorphism (IL-6 rs1800795, and IL-1A rs1800587) on it. Also, their involvement in the etiology, pathogenesis, and outcome of the disease are explained, aiming to provide new insights into the pathogenesis of EC and the possibility to develop novel therapeutic approaches through targeting these genes.
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women die from this disease worldwide (Brüggmann et al., 2020). Endometrial carcinoma is the fourth most prevalent type of cancer in women, and the second most common type in developing countries (Jemal et al., 2011; Torre et al., 2015; Bray et al., 2018).

Egypt and South Africa have the highest rates of EC in Africa (Brüggmann et al., 2020). According to Globocan, corpus uteri cancer is the tenth most prevalent type of cancer in Egyptian women. According to the Middle East Cancer Consortium (MECC) Report, when compared to other Middle Eastern nations, Egypt has the lowest incidence rate of uterine cancer (3.5/100,000). Additionally, compared to other female cancers in Egypt, EC has a low stage upon diagnosis (Alshahrani et al., 2018). In the most recent statistic in Egypt, EC represented 1.3% of newly diagnosed cancers in Egypt with 1694 new cases (GLOBOCAN, 2020).

2. Pathogenesis and Risk Factors

Risk factors are qualities that raise the possibility of contracting a disease. Age, ethnicity, the metabolic syndrome, exposure to estrogen without protection, and genetic predispositions to EC are the most important risk factors in the case of EC.

2.1. Age

The majority of EC patients are postmenopausal women, who are diagnosed at an average age of 60 (American Cancer Society, 2022). The peak age-specific incidence occurs between the ages of 75 and 79, with only 5% of patients are younger than 40, with 85% of patients occurring beyond the age of 50 (Passarello et al., 2019).

2.2. Race

The race of a woman appears to be important in the progression of EC, with frequency highest in North America, Northern Europe, Asia and Africa and lowest in Eastern Europe and Latin America (Burke et al., 2014).

2.3. Metabolic Syndrome

A group of risk factors known as metabolic syndrome has been related to a higher risk of diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and other major health issues. Among the risk factors for metabolic syndrome are high blood pressure, high triglycerides, low HDL cholesterol, central obesity, and high blood sugar (Burke et al., 2014).

2.4. Unrestricted Estrogen Exposure

Continued exposure to estrogen without progestin resistance is a risk factor for EC. Estrogen exposure can occur in both endogenous and exogenous forms. Hormone replacement therapy is an example of exogenous estrogen exposure. Chronic anovulation, estrogen-producing tumors, and obesity can all cause endogenous estrogen exposure which leads to EC (Passarello et al., 2019).

3. Tumor markers in endometrial carcinoma

Tumor markers must be recognized for early EC detection in order to enhance prognosis. Due of a rise in EC incidence and mortality, tumour markers will be utilised to direct therapy, monitor treatment effectiveness, and foretell recurrence. Tumor markers are molecules that can be discovered in malignant cells, urine, or blood. Recently, for diagnostic or prognostic purposes, In EC, no particular tumour markers with high specificity and sensitivity have been found (Aksel and Çakir, 2020).

3.1. Human Epididymis Protein

Human Epididymis Protein (HE4) is located on chromosome 20 at 20q12–13 which present in the respiratory and the epithelium of reproductive tract. It is significantly expressed in several cancer tissues. It has been accepted as a novel tumour marker for epithelial ovarian cancer by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Numerous studies are looking into HE4 as a marker because EC and ovarian cancer are so similar. HE4 expression in serum and tissue is a sensitive, specific diagnostic, and predictive biomarker in endometrial cancer (Mohammad et al. 2022).

Additionally, it helps forecast disease stage and extraterine involvement. The results of Cuesta-Guardiola et al. (2021) about the usefulness of HE4 are in contrast to those of prior studies. They found that both cancer patients and healthy control had poor tissue HE4 correlation. The positive serum test results show that the tumour marker HE4 seems to be able to recognise EC. In a recent meta-analysis, it was discovered that patients with
EC who had high HE4 concentrations had shorter survival times (He et al., 2020). According to Angioli et al. (2016), the HE4 cutoff value can be used to categorize patients as having a high or low risk of developing EC again.

3.2. Cancer Antigen 125

The peritoneum, pleura, and pericardium, as well as tissues made of cholemic epithelium including the endocervix, endometrium, and tubes, are examples of tissues that contain the glycoprotein known as cancer antigen 125 (CA-125). Epithelial ovarian cancer is frequently diagnosed with the tumour marker CA-125 when equal to 35 U/mL and this is considered to be the acceptable serum cut-off value. In addition to normal physiological conditions like pregnancy and the menstrual cycle, benign pathological disorders including endometriosis, pelvic infection, and uterine fibroids can cause an increase in CA-125 levels (Aksel and Akir, 2020).

Additionally, there are studies that support the use of CA-125 in EC diagnosis. According to a recent study, ECs’ patients had higher levels of CA-125 than healthy controls. Additionally, they showed that CA-125 had a 52.6% sensitivity and an 80% specificity for EC detection (Nithin et al., 2018). CA-125 preoperative serum in a cohort of 393 patients with EC, greater than 27.6 U/mL continued to be an independent risk factor for metastatic lymph node of the pelvic, and a rise in CA-125 was discovered to be a risk factor as well (Li et al., 2019).

According to Kotowicz et al. (2017), serum levels of CA-125 were higher in stage I-Ib EC patients in comparison to to healthy controls, and levels of CA-125 were also greater in patients with metastatic lymph node in comparison to those without lymph node metastasis (Kotowicz et al., 2017).

3.3. Cancer Antigen 19-9

In general, cancer of stomach, lung, and ovary have higher serum levels of the cancer antigen CA 19-9 (CA 19-9), although some investigations have found that EC cases also had higher CA 19-9 levels. 22-24% of EC patients had elevated CA 19-9 levels (Ueda et al., 2010). Studies have revealed a correlation between grade and FIGO stage and the elevation of CA 19-9 serum levels (Bian et al., 2017).

A general gastrointestinal tumour marker called carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) may rise in EC. 14-22% of EC have high levels of CEA. Although there was a substantial difference in serum CEA levels between those with liver and lung metastases, CEA levels were insufficient for EC diagnosis and follow-up (Aksel and Çakir, 2020).

3.4. Carcinoembryonic Antigen

Tyrosine (Y), lysine (K) and leucine (L) (YKL)-40 is a glycoprotein secreted by inflammatory and cancer cells that can be involved in angiogenesis and cell proliferation in cancer cells. It is also known as Chitinase-3-like protein 1 (CHI3L1). YKL-40 has been linked to an increase in cancers such as colorectal, breast, and lung cancer. Previous research has emphasised that serum YKL-40 levels rise in EC and can be used as a tumour marker in EC (Cheng et al., 2014; Kemik et al., 2016).

In comparison to the control group and patients with progression-free survival, EC patients had greater YKL-40 levels. Additionally, YKL-40 positive patients had lower overall survival rates than YKL-40 negative patients. They also stressed how YKL-40 might be used to actively diagnose and monitor EC patients (Fan et al. 2013).

3.6. Serum Amyloid A

High-density lipoprotein called serum amyloid A (SAA), which is mostly released by the liver, is crucial for both acute and chronic inflammatory processes. A recent meta-analysis study found that solid tumours with high SAA levels have a worse prognosis (Lin et al., 2019).

Cocco et al. (2009) informed the first proof that uterine serous papillary carcinoma (USPC) patients’ serum contains significant levels of SAA. Additionally, they demonstrated that in USPC patients, raised levels of SAA before operations can be helpful in expecting a more advanced stage as well as in diagnosing recurrence and treatment response (Cocco et al., 2009). Then, in 2010, they showed that endometrial endometrioid adenocarcinoma (EEC) cells expressed high quantities of SAA, leading to higher levels of SAA in the blood and a significant difference of SAA concentrations between EEC patients and healthy and benign disease participants were found. Additionally, they showed that grade 3 EEC patients’ SAA levels are substantially greater than those of grade 1 and 2 patients (Cocco et al.,
Finally, Omer et al. (2013) found that blood SAA levels in patients with advanced EC were higher than those in healthy controls. The cutoff threshold for this study was 8.8 U/mL, which had a sensitivity of 68.7% and specificity of 58.6%. To plan the patient’s best course of therapy and for preoperative assessment, this cutoff value may be useful.

3.7. Neutrophil Gelatinase-Associated Lipocalin

A secretory protein with numerous biological effects, lipocalin-2, also known as neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin, is crucial for immunological and inflammatory responses, tubular epithelial morphological change, and cancer (Yu et al., 2014).

Although it has been demonstrated that lipocalin-2 is presented in ovarian, colorectal, stomach, and breast malignancies, its effects on the endometrium are still poorly understood (Aksel and akir, 2020). Insulin resistance is controlled by lipocalin-2, which also takes part in the development of cancer. It has a connection to obesity, a risk factor for EC (Cabia et al., 2016). According to Cymbaluk-Poska et al. (2017), EC patients have greater levels of lipocalin-2 expression than healthy endometrium and benign endometrial lesions.

Additionally, it was discovered that grade 3 tumours and advanced stages had greater levels and expression of lipocalin-2, which was linked to lymphovascular invasion and metastatic lymph node (Cymbaluk-Poska et al. 2017). Cymbaluk-Ploska et al. (2019) conducted a second investigation on 123 individuals with a BMI more than 21 kg/m2, which demonstrated a correlation between an increase in lipocalin-2 concentration and higher clinical EC staging. They also demonstrated that the lipocalin-2 cutoff serum level that separates benign endometrial alterations from EC is 160 ng/ml. For all women, lipocalin-2 sensitivity (84%) was greater than that of HE4 (66%) and CA125 (52%).

The scientists concluded that lipocalin-2 may act as a helpful biomarker in the early detection of the EC due to its high sensitivity and comparable specificity to HE4 (Cymbaluk-Ploska et al. 2019).

3.8. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is involved in a variety of physiological and pathological processes, like cancer, ocular neovascular disorders, wound healing, and embryogenesis. Many different cancer forms, including lung, breast, colon, and melanoma, were shown to have higher VEGF levels (Mahecha and Wang, 2017).

Numerous studies showed that VEGF is connected to EC stage, myometrial invasion, metastasis to lymph node, and degree of differentiation (Cai et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018). When VEGF levels in two forms of pathologic EC were examined, Type II of EC, but not Type I, VEGF levels was found to be linked with stage (Soufla et al., 2013).

4. Interleukins

Interleukin, a type of cytokine that was previously considered to exclusively be produced, are known that a variety of the cells can create them. They are necessary for the maturation, proliferation, adhesion, migration, and differentiation of immune cells. Additionally, they also possess pro- and anti-inflammatory effects. Interleukins’ main role is to regulate growth, differentiation, and activation during inflammatory and immunological processes. Interleukins interact with high-affinity receptors on cell surfaces to trigger a range of reactions in cells and tissues. They regulate both autocrinely and paracriney. The synthesis of interleukin is a self-limited method. Most interleukins are encoded by messenger RNA, which is unstable and results in a temporary synthesis. Once interleukins were manufactured, these molecules are secreted quickly (Zeng et al., 2020).

4.1. Interleukin-6

In 1986, interleukin-6 (IL-6) was discovered as a B cell stimulatory factor that initiates IgG production. It was later discovered to be a multifunctional cytokine that regulates a variety of biological processes such as organ development, acute-phase responses, inflammation, and immune responses (Hirano, 2021). Human IL-6 is composed of 212 amino acids, including a 28- amino-acid signal peptide, and its gene has been located on chromosome 7p21; accounts for the size of 21–26 kDa of natural IL-6 (Yang et al., 2022).

4.1.1. Interleukin-6 in endometrial carcinoma

Interleukin-6 is a multifunctional cytokine that
plays a role in modulating the expression of cancer (Masjedi et al., 2018). IL-6 is known to promote the proliferation, invasion, and differentiation of trophoblast cells in the normal uterine epithelium. Trophoblast cells in the developing embryo secrete IL-6 on a regular basis. IL-6 is also involved in the promotion of tumour growth (Cai et al., 2019).

Endometriosis is a significant cause of morbidity and is associated with infertility and pain. The three pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha, are all involved in the development of endometriosis. Their concentration in the peritoneal fluid is associated with the degree of adhesions present (Juo et al., 2009).

In physiological conditions, IL-6 regulates immune and inflammatory responses; however, recent reports suggested that IL-6 expression is involved in the stimulation of tumour growth and metastatic spread, including breast cancer and other gynaecological tumours. IL-6 levels in prostate cancer patients correlate with the extent of disease and may be monitored in conjunction with other disease markers. IL-6 has also been linked to the progression of uterine cancer (Drygin et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2019).

Interleukin-6 was found in EC cells and promoted cancer progression in a paracrine manner. It was also discovered that IL-6 activation was linked to EC development by inducing aromatase expression in intratumoral stromal cells. IL-6 is known to promote the proliferation, invasion, and differentiation of trophoblast cells in normal uterine epithelium. Trophoblast cells in the developing embryo secrete IL-6 on a regular basis. IL-6 also plays a role in the promotion of neoplastic change. Additionally, IL-6 plays a growth promoting role in tumour growth and metastasis. IL-6 has also been linked to the progression of uterine cancer (Cai et al., 2019). Notably, 17β-estradiol (E2) upregulated IL-6 expressions in endometrial cancer (Che et al., 2014).

In EC patients, high levels of IL-6 were found to negatively correlate with overall survival (Bellone et al., 2005). IL-6 is secreted upon tissue injury and stress. Although innate immune cells represent the major IL-6 source within the tumor microenvironment, tumor cells were also shown to express IL-6 in autocrine fashion. Upon its secretion, IL-6 binds to its receptor (IL-6Ra or CD126). CD126 encompasses a short cytoplasmic domain that interacts with the expressed second transducer glycoprotein 130 (GP130). Binding of IL-6 to CD126 and their association with GP130 triggers the activation of Janus kinases (JAK), which phosphorylate Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), thus modulating the expression of a broad spectrum of downstream target genes (van der Zee et al., 2015). Numerous studies showed that IL-6 and its downstream effector STAT3 are highly involved in apoptosis, proliferation and survival (Bellone et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: IL-6-Jak-Stat signaling pathway. IL-6 binds to the IL-6Ra and induces a cascade of phosphorylation of JAK kinase that leads to the activation of Stat3. Activated Stat3 translocates to the nucleus where it targets genes involved in apoptosis, proliferation and survival. SOCS and PIAS proteins negatively suppress IL-6-Jak-Stat pathway activity (Guo et al., 2012).
4.1.2. Interleukin-6 gene polymorphisms

Five polymorphisms of IL-6 were studied as rs1800795, rs2069837, rs1524107, rs2066992, rs2069840. Among these SNPs, rs1524107, and rs2066992 were identified to have association with EC risk (Cai et al., 2019). Rs1524107 was identified to be associated with several diseases, including rheumatoid arthritis (Li et al., 2014), major depressive disorder (Zhang et al., 2016), Alzheimer’s disease (Chen et al., 2012), adult-onset asthma (Lajunen et al., 2016), lung cancer (Chen et al., 2013). For rs2066992, Juo et al. (2009) found that there was no significance association of rs2066992 and endometriosis risk. Other studies have found rs2066992 to be associated with coronary artery disease (Ding et al., 2014), and chronic hepatitis B virus infection (Zhao et al., 2013).

4.1.3. Interleukin-6 gene polymorphism (rs1800795)

Rs1800795 is a SNP in the promoter of the IL-6 gene, affecting its levels. It is usually referred to as the IL6 “-174” polymorphism in the literature, which is defined as being 174 base pairs (bp) upstream from the transcription start site (-174G>C, rs1800795) (González-Castro et al., 2019).

Rs1800795 tends to be quite polymorphic in Caucasians, but Asian and African populations are almost monomorphic for the (G) allele. Rs1800795 was initially discovered in 1998, when it was found that the rs1800795 (C) allele generates less IL6 than the (G) allele. (CC) genotype of IL-6 rs1800795 polymorphism was suggested to be a protective genotype against systemic onset juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, and in fact, few juvenile RA patients had such genotype (Fishman et al., 1998).

The rs1800795 (G) allele, generally associated with higher levels of IL6, has been associated with increased risk in the studies. The rs1800795 (G) allele was significantly associated with type-2 diabetes (OR=1.51, CI: 1.11-2.07, p=0.0096) in a study of 700 elderly Caucasians (Illig et al., 2004). Following a kidney transplant, patients with rs1800795 (GG) genotypes had a higher risk of new-onset diabetes and higher C-reactive protein levels compared to the (CC) genotype (Bamoulid et al., 2006). In 168 Brazilian patients, rs1800795 (G) allele frequency was higher in gastric cancer than in patients with chronic gastritis (Gatti et al., 2007). A recent study illustrated that that the IL-6 -174G>C polymorphism was associated with ovarian cancer and cervical cancer risk (Hashemzehi et al., 2021).

The association of IL-6 promoter polymorphisms (rs1800795) and EC risk is still unclear. It is well-known that host immune response and chronic inflammation play critical roles in preventing the progression of EC. IL-6, an important pre-inflammatory cytokine, is a multifunctional protein principally involved in the genesis and maintenance of the inflammatory response. Substantially, high levels of IL-6 in the microenvironment may promote tumor angiogenesis and the development of EC. IL-6 was suggested to regulate the anti-apoptotic protein (mcl-1) expression via a PI3K/Akt-dependent pathway that might facilitate the oncogenesis of human EC by modulating the apoptosis threshold. Wang et al. (2016) concluded that, the CC genotype of IL-6 gene polymorphisms at positions of −174 might confer a high risk of EC.

4.2. Interleukin-1A

Interleukin-1A (IL-1A) is a member of the interleukin 1 cytokine family and is involved in primarily pro-inflammatory immune processes and hematopoiesis. The IL-1 gene family consists of two major agonistic molecules, namely, IL-1α and IL-1β, and one antagonistic cytokine, the IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra). Both IL-1α and IL-1β are produced by lymphocytes or monocytes in the loci of inflammation. Most of the genes coding for the IL-1 family of proteins and clustered on the 2q12-q21 locus (IL-1α, IL-1β, and IL-1Ra) are polymorphic in multiple loci (Um et al., 2011).

Interleukin-1 α is produced as a 271-amino acid precursor protein. For transcription of the IL-1 α gene, transcription factor specificity protein 1 (Sp1) activates the IL-1 α promoter activity in the 5’-upstream (Kaneko et al., 2019).

Interleukin-1A is constitutively expressed in many cell types in healthy tissues at steady state, and its expression can be increased in response to growth factors and proinflammatory or stress-associated stimuli. Absolute amounts of IL-1α protein vary among cell types, but barrier cells such as endothelial and epithelial cells express substantial amounts of this cytokine at steady state (Bersudsky et al., 2014). The inducible expression of IL-1α depends on the presence of binding sites for activator protein 1 (AP1) and Nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-κB) transcription factors (Di Paolo and Shayakhmetov, 2016), which can upregulate
IL-1α expression in a cell-type-specific manner.

Monocytes have a unique mechanism of inducible IL-1A expression that involves upregulation of the long noncoding RNA, a natural antisense transcript that is partially complementary to IL-1α mRNA (Chan et al., 2015). Although constitutive IL-1α expression is likely to be regulated by Sp1-family transcription factors in terminally differentiated cells, inducible IL-1α expression occurs rapidly in response to a variety of physiological stimuli, including oxidative stress, lipid overload, hormonal stimulation, and exposure to cytokines (including IL-1β and IL-1α itself). The responsiveness of the IL-1A promoter to such a broad spectrum of stimuli, which trigger inducible expression of IL-1α in addition to its constitutive expression in both hematopoietic and nonhematopoietic cells, has important implications for IL-1α’s ability to drive sterile and pathogen-induced inflammation (Di Paolo and Shayakhmetov, 2016).

The expression patterns of IL-1 vary; it is expressed in an autocrine or paracrine fashion. IL-1 exhibits autocrine behavior by stimulating the tumor cell itself to invade and proliferate, or it can exert paracrine effects on stromal cells in the microenvironment. The exact mechanisms by which IL-1 promotes tumor growth remain unclear, though the protein is believed to act primarily indirectly (Lewis et al., 2006) (Figure 2).

4.2.1. Interleukin-1A in endometrial carcinoma

Previous studies have demonstrated that IL-1A is significantly related to the risk of endometrial, prostate, lung, colon, cervical, and breast cancer, etc. (Song et al., 2016; Malik and Kanneganti, 2018). Aging cells produce IL-1A and other proinflammatory mediators that sustain the low-grade chronic inflammation underlying many age-related pathologies and cancer. Normal human fibroblasts have an increase in NF-κB activity, which stimulates production of proinflammatory mediators such as IL-6 and IL-8. This NF-κB activity is due to an increase in IL-1α translation, leading to production of membrane-bound IL-1α that stimulates cells in an autocrine manner (Di Paolo and Shayakhmetov, 2016).

4.2.2. Interleukin-1A gene polymorphisms

Interleukin-1A, which encodes IL-1α protein, locates at chromosome 2q and consists of 7 exons and 6 introns. Rs17561, rs1800587, and rs3783553 are three SNPs on IL1A gene, which are believed to have functional roles. Rs17561 is a mutation at +4845 of 5th exon of IL1A, which leads to the G-to-T variation, as well as the change of amino acid. Rs1800587(C-to-T) located at -889 of IL1A promoter region, may affect the expression of IL-1α. In addition, rs3783553 SNP occurs within the IL1A 3’transuntranslated regions (UTR) and may affects the expression of IL-1α by influencing the binding of miR-122. That’s an insertion/deletion variation (Um et al., 2011).

Results of a genetic case-control study by Hata et al. (2013) demonstrated that four common SNPs of IL1A, rs3783553, rs2856836, rs1304037, and rs17561, were significantly associated with susceptibility to endometriosis in Japanese population (Hata et al., 2013).

Figure 2: Proposed model of how IL-1 indirectly alters tumor growth and metastatic potential in vivo. In the tumor micro-environment, IL-1 has local effects on host infiltrating cells that result in production of proangiogenic and prometastatic mediators (Lewis et al., 2006).
4.2.3. Interleukin-1A gene polymorphism (rs1800587)

The IL-1A gene is localized on the long arm of chromosome 2 (2q14), harbors a common polymorphism (rs1800587) on the 5′-regulatory region: C to T transition at position −889, which is within a transcriptional regulatory region (Wang and Wang, 2021). Previous researches have shown that the TT genotype was reported to increase promoter activity, producing increased levels of IL-1A mRNA and IL-1A, compared with those of CC genotype (Huynh-Ba et al., 2007). Several meta-analyses have reported an association between rs1800587 polymorphism and the presence of various autoimmune diseases, including systemic lupus erythematosus, multiple sclerosis, and Graves’ disease (Huang et al., 2013; Song et al., 2014). The role of IL-1A (rs 1800587) genetic polymorphism was found in the pathogenesis of uterine hyperplastic processes (Altuchova et al., 2014). According to literature data, this genetic variant significantly increases the level of IL-1α. Reportedly, increasing of this cytokine’s level is associated with activation of endothelial cells with increasing expression of adhesive molecules, activation of neutrophiles and increased synthesis of acute-phase proteins. Besides, IL-1 has stimulatory effect on T- and B-lymphocytes; it is able to activate synthesis of other cytokines (IL-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8) (Favorov et al., 2005).

5. Conclusion

Endometrial carcinoma is one of most the common gynecologic malignancy. Recent studies have concentrated on developing new potential biomarkers that will exhibit enough sensitivity and specificity in EC clinical practise. Endometrial carcinoma and cytokines are linked in an alarming way, providing a substantial public health risk. Interleukin 6 and Interleukin 1A and their polymorphisms serve as diagnostic and prognostic markers which they can predict the development of EC. This review outlines the findings of the relationship between classic and novel cytokines and EC risk.
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